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Truly Self-Consistent Treatment
of the Side Eects with Bunch Trains
Eberhard Keil
Abstract
A new program train, written by F.C. Iselin, is used to nd the individual
closed orbits of all bunches circulating in LEP with bunch trains, in the presence
of the beam-beam kicks, caused by the parasitic and nearly head-on beam-beam
collisions. Once the closed orbits are known, many side eects of bunch trains
are calculated in a truly self-consistent manner, in particular the vertical osets
and separations, the vertical slopes and crossing angles, the vertical dispersion,
the CM energy shifts and spreads, and the relative luminosities, in the even pits.
Furthermore, the tunes and chromaticities are computed. All calculations are
done for trains of four, three and two bunches, revising my earlier calculations,
and adapting them to the current LPv6 conguration. The symmetries of the





When LEP is operated with bunch trains, the strengths of the beam-beam collisions at the
parasitic collision points in the neighbourhood of the even pits are reduced by separating
the beams there with electrostatic separator bumps, while the two beams are in collision at
the head-on collision points in the even pits themselves. Nevertheless, the two beams receive
beam-beam kicks of the order of a r at the parasitic collision points, and their closed orbits
get distorted. Since the pattern of collision points is dierent for dierent bunches in a
train, and since the bunch currents are not perfectly identical in all bunches, the orbits of
all bunches are dierent. One particular consequence of this fact are vertical osets of the
order of a few m at the head-on collision points in the even pits, and a drop in luminosity
when the separation between the two beams is not small compared to the vertical rms beam
radius there.
The vertical osets were rst computed in rst-order perturbation theory [1, 2], using the
orbit program [3]. This theory starts with the electrostatic bumps, computes the parasitic
beam-beam kicks, and nally nds, among other things, the orbit osets and slopes in the
even pits. It does not include the eects of the small osets at the nearly head-on collision
points in the even pits on the vertical closed orbit.
Simulations with MAD were rst done by installing beam-beam elements at the para-
sitic and head-on collision points, with vertical osets obtained from the vertical separator
bumps, calculated in the absence of the beam-beam elements. Calculations for the M05P46







may dier by a few units between the bunches in a train. First attempts
to compute the vertical osets in a \self-consistent" way used several iterations for nding
the closed orbit, where the osets at the parasitic collision points found in one iteration
were used for the beam-beam elements in the next one. However, the osets at the head-on
collision points were still exactly zero. The results [6] essentially conrmed the earlier ones.
When also the small osets at the nearly head-on collisions points were included [7, 8], the








F.C. Iselin pointed out that my \self-consistent" calculation with nearly head-on collisions
answers the wrong question. It nds the same closed orbit for all bunches in a beam although
dierent bunches in a train have dierent orbits. Hence, even if the solution is a self-
consistent one with the only assumption that the closed orbit of all electron bunches is the
mirror image of the positron orbit, it is not the solution I am looking for.
This note summarizes the results for trains with four, three, and two bunches obtained
with the train program, written by F.C. Iselin [9], which avoids the diculties of my
treatment using MAD. They apply to the LEP conguration LPv6. The earlier calculations
[6, 7] had been done for the LPv3 conguration. The labelling of the bunches is described
in Ref. [10]. My conclusions are in Section 7.
2 Bumps, Bunch Currents, Emittances, Beam-Beam Tune Shifts
In my calculation, I read the \nominal" electrostatic bumps of the LPv6 conguration from
the les sepevencol.specs and sepodd46.specs, respectively, which are in the directory
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/users/slath/machines/lep95/LPv6. The vertical oset y of the positron beam around
LEP with these bumps is shown in Fig. 1. The vertical osets y at all seven collision points
CP in the neighbourhood of the pits are tabulated in Tab. 1. The results in Fig. 1 and Tab. 1
were calculated with vanishing bunch current, hence the beam-beam kicks are absent. The
bumps in Pits 1 and 5 are nearly the same, and so are the bumps in Pits 3 and 7. The
bumps in Pits 1 and 3 have the opposite sign. The ratio of their amplitudes was adjusted
to keep the vertical crossing angles small in the even pits [17]. The bumps in Pits 2 and 6
are nearly the same. The bumps in Pits 4 and 8 are dierent but have the same sign. The
signs of the bumps in Pits 2 and 4 are opposite. Therefore, the directions of the bumps are
pmmppmmp. Somewhat dierent bumps were used during recent LEP operation.
Figure 1: Vertical orbit osets y in the L05P46 conguration with the \nominal" electrostatic
bumps. Pit 1 is at the left.





= 1:2 nm, respectively, and a relative momentum spread  = 1:2 10
 3
. I ignore the
solenoids of the LEP experiments and their compensation.
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Table 1: Vertical osets y in mm at the collision points CP near the pits at 45.6 GeV. The
interaction point IP is at the fourth CP.
CP IP1 IP2 IP3 IP4 IP5 IP6 IP7 IP8
1 7.3949 -3.2419 -9.2525 2.4564 7.1688 -3.2441 -9.2561 2.5305
2 -7.1994 -10.4194 9.0318 6.8054 -6.1018 -10.4435 9.0324 5.9429
3 -5.5729 -3.4768 6.9767 3.5228 -5.2627 -3.5235 6.9789 2.7788
4 -7.2025 .0001 8.9962 .0002 -7.1970 -.0001 8.9996 .0001
5 -5.5849 -3.4756 6.9664 3.5191 -5.2747 -3.5218 6.9662 2.7819
6 -7.2259 -10.4420 9.0088 6.7870 -6.1285 -10.4695 9.0039 5.9263
7 7.4078 -3.2563 -9.2414 2.4333 7.1818 -3.2596 -9.2424 2.5057




, at the parasitic
collision points in the neighbourhood of the pits, computed with the orbit program [3], are










third and fth or at the rst and seventh collision points CP in the even pits.
Table 2: Horizontal beam-beam tune shifts 
x
in units of 10
 3
at the collision points CP
near the pits for a bunch current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV. The head-on interaction point is
CP=4.
CP IP1 IP2 IP3 IP4 IP5 IP6 IP7 IP8 sum
1 .2838 .7583 .1814 .4779 .3033 .7545 .1813 .4429 3.3834
2 .0682 .0792 .0434 .1226 .0950 .0794 .0433 .1824 .7134
3 .6786 2.4234 .4323 2.1878 .7606 2.3955 .4334 3.1312 12.4428
4 .1016 .0000 .0652 .0000 .1022 .0000 .0651 .0000 .3341
5 .6757 2.4221 .4349 2.1902 .7566 2.4031 .4336 3.1267 12.4429
6 .0677 .0789 .0435 .1240 .0943 .0788 .0437 .1831 .7139
7 .2828 .7528 .1819 .4857 .3022 .7446 .1818 .4526 3.3842
3 The train Program
F.C. Iselin's train program [9] is a post-processor to MAD. It reads a MAD optics le which
describes the parasitic and head-on collision points, two les with the rst and second order
maps between the collision points for the forward and backward beam, respectively, and asks
the user a few questions. The bunch current may be entered by the user as a single number.
It may have random variations with a standard deviation and a seed entered by the user, or
it may be read in from two bunch current les obtained from the LEP measurement database
[11]. In this case the user is asked for a time, and the rst readings after that time will be
used. The program nds the closed orbits of all bunches which circulate in LEP and collide
at the parasitic and nearly head-on collision points, and computes the orbit parameters on
these individual closed orbits. It also computes the linear one-turn map of the system of
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Table 3: Vertical beam-beam tune shifts 
y
in units of 10
 3
at the collision points CP near
the pits for a bunch current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV. The head-on interaction point is
CP=4.
CP IP1 IP2 IP3 IP4 IP5 IP6 IP7 IP8 sum
1 -.1458 -.7631 -.0928 -2.8924 -.1550 -.7746 -.0933 -2.7582 -7.6752
2 -.4592 -.2021 -.2922 -.4124 -.6400 -.2069 -.2910 -.2891 -2.7929
3 -.1570 -.1345 -.1000 -.2073 -.1761 -.1212 -.1002 -.2693 -1.2656
4 -.1204 .0000 -.0772 .0000 -.1205 .0000 -.0772 .0000 -.3954
5 -.1563 -.1345 -.1006 -.2085 -.1754 -.1218 -.1002 -.2693 -1.2666
6 -.4560 -.2017 -.2927 -.4163 -.6341 -.2046 -.2939 -.2898 -2.7891
7 -.1452 -.7551 -.0935 -2.9390 -.1546 -.7710 -.0930 -2.8175 -7.7689
all bunches, coupled by the beam-beam eects, and calculates its eigenvalues, which contain
the frequencies of the coherent beam-beam modes for bunch trains.
In order to obtain the closed orbits and mode frequencies of all bunches, the train
program uses the coherent beam-beam kicks [12] which describe the kicks that a whole
bunch receives in a beam-beam collision with a counter-rotating bunch. These kicks are













Bassetti-Erskine formula for the incoherent beam-beam kick [13]. As a consequence, the
coherent beam-beam kick is half the incoherent one for osets x  
x





or y  
y
the coherent and incoherent beam-beam kicks are about equal. The
coherent beam-beam kicks are also used to calculate the second-order maps. Hence, the
chromaticities obtained are \coherent" chromaticities.
The train program is not sensitive to the starting point of the LEP sequence. Its results
ignoring the beam-beam collisions agree with MAD. The frequencies of the beam-beam
modes for bunch trains with a single bunch agree with BBMODE [14]. In this calculation,
the factor which describes the increase of the coherent mode frequencies caused by the change
of the beam distribution due to the beam-beam collisions, is assumed to be unity. It was
rst calculated by Meller and Siemann [15] and later by Koiso and Yokoya [16], and for at
beams is typically 1.3. Most tables in this note were generated by the train program.
4 Results for Trains of Four Bunches
The results below apply to trains of four bunches a, b, c, d with a bunch spacing of 87
RF
.
4.1 Vertical Osets in the Even Pits for Trains of Four Bunches
The vertical osets y in the even pits are shown in Tab. 4 for the positron bunches of the
rst train in the upper half and electron bunches of the rst train in the lower half, for the
case of four bunches in a train. The osets of the bunches in the second, third and fourth
train are identical to those of the rst train, and therefore not shown. Also shown in Tab. 4,
as in many other tables still to come, are the highest (mx), lowest (mn), average (av) and
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the dierence (df) between the highest and the lowest value of the oset. These tables are
to be read line by line, not left half followed by right half.
Table 4: Vertical osets y in m in the even pits for trains of four bunches and a bunch
current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV for positron bunches in the upper half and electron bunches
in the lower half, in the pmmppmmp case, using the data le jun14a
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a .1847 1.4904 -.6161 .8011 1b .9666 .7343 .6849 -.4756
1c -.6433 2.4486 -.8311 .9159 1d -3.4336 4.6980 -3.1317 3.6190
mx .9666 4.6980 .6849 3.6190 mn -3.4336 .7343 -3.1317 -.4756
av -.7314 2.3428 -.9735 1.2151 df 4.4003 3.9636 3.8166 4.0946
1a 3.4336 -4.6980 3.1316 -3.6190 1b .6433 -2.4485 .8311 -.9159
1c -.9666 -.7343 -.6849 .4756 1d -.1847 -1.4904 .6161 -.8010
mx 3.4336 -.7343 3.1316 .4756 mn -.9666 -4.6980 -.6849 -3.6190
av .7313 -2.3428 .9734 -1.2151 df 4.4002 3.9636 3.8166 4.0946
The osets y of the head electron and the tail positron bunches have equal magnitude
and opposite sign in the even pits, as becomes obvious by comparing the osets of positron
bunch 1a and electron bunch 1d. Similarly, the osets of positron bunch 1b and electron
bunch 1c have equal magnitude and opposite sign in the even pits. The same applies to
bunches in trains 2, 3, and 4. This observation disagrees with the earlier expectation that
the electron bunches a, b, c, and d had osets of equal magnitude and opposite sign in the
even pits, compared to the positron bunches a, b, c, and d. The result that the electron
bunches a, b, c, and d have osets of equal magnitude and opposite sign in the even pits,
compared to the positron bunches d, c, b, c, and a, has profound consequences later on.
This result could have been seen already in rst-order perturbation theory. The dierence
in the vertical osets between the highest and lowest bunch is about 4 m in all even pits.
4.2 Vertical Separations in the Even Pits for Trains of Four Bunches
The vertical osets y for the two beams listed in Tab. 4 can be used to compute the vertical
separations y between the two bunches of pairs which collide in the even pits. The results
are displayed in Tab. 5 for the rst bunch train. The results for the other bunch trains are
the same. Although the osets are not symmetrical along the bunch train, the separations
are symmetrical. The bunches a and d have the same separation, and so have the bunches
b and c.
4.3 Vertical Slopes in the Even Pits for Trains of Four Bunches
The vertical slopes y
0
in the even pits are shown in Tab. 6 for the positron bunches of the
rst train in the upper half and the electron bunches of the rst train in the lower half, for
the case of four bunches in a train. The slopes of the bunches in the second, third and fourth
train are identical to those of the rst train, and therefore not shown. The slopes of the
bunches d, c, b, a in the backward beam are the same as those of the bunches a, b, c, d of
the forward beam.
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Table 5: Vertical separation y in m in the even pits for pairs of bunches in trains of four
bunches and a bunch current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV, in the pmmppmmp case, using the data
le jun14a
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a 3.2489 -6.1885 3.7478 -4.4201 1b -.3232 -3.1829 .1461 -.4403
1c -.3232 -3.1829 .1462 -.4403 1d 3.2489 -6.1884 3.7478 -4.4201
mx 3.2489 -3.1829 3.7478 -.4403 mn -.3232 -6.1885 .1461 -4.4201
av 1.4628 -4.6857 1.9470 -2.4302 df 3.5722 3.0055 3.6016 3.9797
Table 6: Vertical slopes y
0
in mrad in the even pits for trains of four bunches and a bunch
current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV for positron bunches in the upper half and electron bunches
in the lower half, in the pmmppmmp case, using the data le jun14a
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a .0860 .0795 .0832 .0849 1b .0041 .0014 -.0026 .0049
1c -.0020 .0248 -.0095 .0295 1d -.0866 -.0425 -.0896 -.0403
mx .0860 .0795 .0832 .0849 mn -.0866 -.0425 -.0896 -.0403
av .0003 .0158 -.0046 .0197 df .1726 .1220 .1729 .1253
1a -.0866 -.0425 -.0896 -.0403 1b -.0020 .0248 -.0095 .0295
1c .0041 .0014 -.0026 .0049 1d .0860 .0795 .0832 .0849
mx .0860 .0795 .0832 .0849 mn -.0866 -.0425 -.0896 -.0403
av .0003 .0158 -.0046 .0197 df .1726 .1220 .1729 .1253
4.4 Vertical Crossing Angles in the Even Pits for Trains of Four Bunches
The vertical slopes y for the two beams listed in Tab. 6 can be used to compute the vertical
crossing angles y
0
between the two bunches of pairs which collide in the even pits. The
results are displayed in Tab. 7 for the rst bunch train. The results for the other bunch
trains are the same. Although the slopes are not symmetrical along the bunch train, the
crossing angles are symmetrical. The bunches a and d have equal and opposite crossing
angles, and so have the bunches b and c. The crossing angles are about 0.35 mrad in Pits 2
and 6, and about 0.25 mrad in Pits 4 and 8. The crossing angle is a function of the relative
bump amplitudes in the pits. They were chosen in the present LPv6 conguration to keep
the crossing angles small enough [17].
4.5 Vertical Dispersion for Trains of Four Bunches
The vertical dispersion D
y
is shown in Tab. 8 for the positron bunches of the rst train
in the upper half and the electron bunches of the rst train in the lower half, for the case
of four bunches in a train. The dispersions of the bunches in the second, third and fourth
train are identical to those of the rst train, and therefore not shown. The dispersions of
bunches d, b, c, a of the electron beam are the opposite of the dispersion of bunches a, b,
c, d of the positron beam. The vertical dispersion D
y
in the even pits is dominated by the
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Table 7: Vertical crossing angle y
0
in mrad in the even pits for pairs of bunches in trains
of four bunches and a bunch current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV, in the pmmppmmp case, using
the data le jun14a
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a -.1726 -.1220 -.1729 -.1253 1b -.0062 .0234 -.0069 .0246
1c .0062 -.0234 .0069 -.0246 1d .1726 .1220 .1729 .1253
mx .1726 .1220 .1729 .1253 mn -.1726 -.1220 -.1729 -.1253
av .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 df .3452 .2441 .3458 .2506
contributions of the electrostatic separator bumps which are 2.0863, 0.6291, 2.1591,
and 0.1823 mm in Pits 2, 4, 6, and 8, respectively. The upper sign applies to the positron
beam. The contributions of the beam-beam collisions are higher in Pits 4 and 8 than in
Pits 2 and 6. The highest split, D
y
= 0:15 mm, occurs in Pit 8.
Table 8: Vertical dispersion D
y
in mm in the even pits for trains of four bunches and a
bunch current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV for positron bunches in the upper half and electron
bunches in the lower half, in the pmmppmmp case, using the data le jun14a
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a 1.9373 -.8870 1.9831 -.4562 1b 1.9839 -1.0038 2.0481 -.5663
1c 1.9747 -.9877 2.0480 -.5563 1d 1.8964 -.8733 1.9907 -.4122
mx 1.9839 -.8733 2.0481 -.4122 mn 1.8964 -1.0038 1.9831 -.5663
av 1.9481 -.9379 2.0175 -.4977 df .0875 .1305 .0649 .1541
1a -1.8964 .8733 -1.9907 .4122 1b -1.9747 .9877 -2.0480 .5563
1c -1.9839 1.0038 -2.0481 .5663 1d -1.9373 .8870 -1.9831 .4562
mx -1.8964 1.0038 -1.9831 .5663 mn -1.9839 .8733 -2.0481 .4122
av -1.9481 .9379 -2.0175 .4977 df .0875 .1304 .0649 .1541
4.6 Tunes and Chromaticities for Trains of Four Bunches











are shown in Tab. 9 for the positron bunches of the rst
train in the upper half and the electron bunches of the rst train in the lower half, for the










of the bunches in the second,
third and fourth train are identical to those of the rst train, and therefore not shown. The











of positron bunches a, b, c, d are the same as those of the electron
bunches d, c, b, a. Compared to the earlier calculation [7] the vertical chromaticity split
between the bunches, Q
0
y
 0:4 has become much smaller. The reason for this is switching
from incoherent beam-beam kicks to coherent beam-beam kicks.
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for trains of four bunches and a bunch current I = 0:3 mA
at 45.6 GeV for positron bunches in the upper half and electron bunches in the lower half,





















1a .3548 .2127 .4526 .1872 1b .3612 .2235 .4999 -.2218
1c .3613 .2234 .5025 -.2259 1d .3547 .2133 .4848 .0053
mx .3613 .2235 .5025 .1872 mn .3547 .2127 .4526 -.2259
av .3580 .2182 .4850 -.0637 df .0065 .0108 .0499 .4131
1a .3547 .2133 .4848 .0055 1b .3613 .2234 .5025 -.2259
1c .3612 .2235 .4998 -.2219 1d .3548 .2127 .4526 .1870
mx .3613 .2235 .5025 .1870 mn .3547 .2127 .4526 -.2259
av .3580 .2182 .4849 -.0638 df .0065 .0108 .0499 .4129
4.7 CM Energy Shifts for Trains with Four Bunches
The energy shifts E in MeV at the even pits are shown in Tab. 10 for the case of trains
with four bunches, using the formulae derived in Ref. [18]. Only the energy shifts E of
the rst train are shown, since those of the second, third, and fourth trains are identical to
those of the rst train. The gures shown are based on the osets y and vertical dispersions
D
y
tabulated in Tabs. 4 and 8, respectively. I do not assume that the osets are reduced by
a ne vernier adjustment. The CM energy shifts E are about the same for the collisions
of bunches a and d, and for the collisions of bunches b and c. The dierences between the
highest and lowest CM energy are about 7 MeV in Pits 2 and 6, and about 2 MeV in Pits 4
and 8.
Table 10: Centre-of-Mass Energy Oset E in MeV for trains of four bunches and a bunch
current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV in the pmmppmmp case, using the data le jun14a
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a 6.294 5.902 7.489 2.100 1b -.643 3.417 .299 .269
1c -.643 3.417 .299 .269 1d 6.294 5.902 7.489 2.099
mx 6.294 5.902 7.489 2.100 mn -.643 3.417 .299 .269
av 2.825 4.659 3.894 1.184 df 6.937 2.485 7.190 1.830
4.8 Relative Luminosity for Trains with Four Bunches
The vertical separation y of pairs of bunches colliding in the even pits causes a drop of
the luminosity compared to collisions without separation. The relative luminosities L at
the even pits are shown in Tab. 11 for the case of trains with four bunches. Only relative
luminosities L of the rst train are shown, since those of the second, third, and fourth trains
are identical to those of the rst train. The gures shown are based on the separations y
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and vertical dispersions D
y
tabulated in Tabs. 5 and 8, respectively. I do not assume that
the osets are reduced by a ne vernier adjustment. The relative luminosities L are about
the same for the collisions of bunches a and d, and for the collisions of bunches b and c. The
dierences between the highest and lowest relative luminosity are about 4% in Pit 2, 11%
in Pit 4, 5% in Pit 6, and 8% in Pit 8.
Table 11: Relative luminosity L for pairs of bunches in trains of four bunches and a bunch
current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV in the pmmppmmp case, using the data le jun14a
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a .9607 .8526 .9484 .9215 1b .9996 .9586 .9999 .9991
1c .9996 .9586 .9999 .9991 1d .9607 .8526 .9484 .9215
mx .9996 .9586 .9999 .9991 mn .9607 .8526 .9484 .9215
av .9801 .9056 .9741 .9603 df .0388 .1060 .0514 .0776
5 Results for Trains of Three Bunches
The results below apply to trains of three bunches a, b, c with a bunch spacing of 87
RF
.
5.1 Vertical Osets in the Even Pits for Trains of Three Bunches
The vertical osets y in the even pits are shown in Tab. 12 for all positron bunches of the
rst train and the bunch 2a in the upper half and all electron bunches of the rst train and
the bunch 2a in the lower half, for the case of three bunches in a train. The osets for the
second, third, and fourth train are not shown, because they are identical to those of the rst
train.
Table 12: Vertical osets y in m in the even pits for trains of three bunches and a bunch
current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV for positron bunches in the upper half and electron bunches
in the lower half, in the pmmppmmp case, using the data le jun14c
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a 1.3941 -.0178 .6444 -.6906 1b .4001 .6019 .1926 -.5610
1c -1.5310 2.5604 -1.2734 1.5343 2a 1.3941 -.0178 .6444 -.6906
mx 1.3941 2.5604 .6444 1.5343 mn -1.5310 -.0178 -1.2734 -.6906
av .0877 1.0481 -.1454 .0941 df 2.9252 2.5783 1.9179 2.2250
1a 1.5310 -2.5603 1.2736 -1.5342 1b -.4001 -.6017 -.1925 .5611
1c -1.3942 .0180 -.6442 .6908 2a 1.5310 -2.5603 1.2736 -1.5342
mx 1.5310 .0180 1.2736 .6908 mn -1.3942 -2.5603 -.6442 -1.5342
av -.0877 -1.0480 .1456 -.0940 df 2.9252 2.5783 1.9179 2.2250
The osets y of the head electron and the tail positron bunches have equal magnitude
and opposite sign in the even pits, as becomes obvious by comparing the osets of positron
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bunch 1a and electron bunch 1c. Similarly, the osets of the central positron bunch 1b and
the central electron bunch 1b have equal magnitude and opposite sign in the even pits. The
dierence in the vertical osets between the highest and lowest bunch is between about 2
and 3 m in all even pits.
5.2 Vertical Separations in the Even Pits for Trains of Three Bunches
The vertical osets y for the two beams listed in Tab. 12 can be used to compute the vertical
separations y between the two bunches of pairs which collide in the even pits. The results
are displayed in Tab. 13 for the rst bunch train. The results for the other bunch trains are
the same. Although the osets are not symmetrical along the bunch train, the separations
are symmetrical. The bunches a and c have the same separation, and the bunches b have a
dierent one.
Table 13: Vertical separation y in m in the even pits for pairs of bunches in trains of
three bunches and a bunch current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV, in the pmmppmmp case, using
the data le jun14c
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a .1368 -2.5424 .6291 -.8435 1b -.8002 -1.2037 -.3852 1.1222
1c .1368 -2.5424 .6291 -.8435 2a .1368 -2.5424 .6291 -.8435
mx .1368 -1.2037 .6291 1.1222 mn -.8002 -2.5424 -.3852 -.8435
av -.1755 -2.0962 .2910 -.1882 df .9371 1.3387 1.0143 1.9657
5.3 Vertical Slopes in the Even Pits for Trains of Three Bunches
The vertical slopes y
0
in the even pits are shown in Tab. 14 for all positron bunches of the
rst train and the bunch 2a in the upper half and all electron bunches of the rst train and
the bunch 2a in the lower half, for the case of three bunches in a train. The slopes for the
second, third, and fourth train are not shown, because they are identical to those of the rst
train. The vertical slopes y
0
of the electron bunches c, b, a are the same as the vertical slopes
of the positron bunches a, b, c.
5.4 Vertical Crossing Angles in the Even Pits for Trains of Three Bunches
The vertical slopes y for the two beams listed in Tab. 14 can be used to compute the vertical
crossing angles y
0
between the two bunches of pairs which collide in the even pits. The
results are displayed in Tab. 15 for the rst bunch train. The results for the other bunch
trains are the same. Although the slopes are not symmetrical along the bunch train, the
crossing angles are symmetrical. The bunches a and c have equal and opposite crossing
angles, and the bunches b have a dierent one. The crossing angles are about 0.04 mrad in
Pits 2 and 6, and about 0.09 mrad in Pits 4 and 8.
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Table 14: Vertical slopes y
0
in mrad in the even pits for trains of three bunches and a bunch
current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV for positron bunches in the upper half and electron bunches
in the lower half, in the pmmppmmp case, using the data le jun14c
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a .0132 -.0126 .0093 -.0082 1b -.0053 .0187 -.0117 .0214
1c -.0083 .0322 -.0120 .0355 2a .0132 -.0126 .0093 -.0082
mx .0132 .0322 .0093 .0355 mn -.0083 -.0126 -.0120 -.0082
av -.0001 .0127 -.0048 .0162 df .0216 .0448 .0214 .0438
1a -.0083 .0322 -.0120 .0355 1b -.0053 .0187 -.0117 .0214
1c .0132 -.0126 .0093 -.0082 2a -.0083 .0322 -.0120 .0355
mx .0132 .0322 .0093 .0355 mn -.0083 -.0126 -.0120 -.0082
av -.0001 .0127 -.0048 .0162 df .0216 .0448 .0214 .0438
Table 15: Vertical crossing angle y
0
in mrad in the even pits for pairs of bunches in trains
of three bunches and a bunch current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV, in the pmmppmmp case, using
the data le jun14c
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a -.0216 .04483 -.0214 .0438 1b -.0000 -.00000 -.0000 -.0000
1c .0216 -.04484 .0214 -.0438 2a -.0216 .04483 -.0214 .0438
mx .0216 .04483 .0214 .0438 mn -.0216 -.04484 -.0214 -.0438
av -.0000 -.00000 -.0000 -.0000 df .0432 .08968 .0428 .0876
5.5 Vertical Dispersion for Trains of Three Bunches
The vertical dispersion D
y
is shown in Tab. 16 for all positron bunches of the rst train and
the bunch 2a in the upper half and all electron bunches of the rst train and the bunch 2a
in the lower half, for the case of three bunches in a train. The dispersions for the second,
third, and fourth train are not shown, because they are identical to those of the rst train.
As for trains with four bunches, the vertical dispersion D
y
in the even pits is dominated by
the contributions of the electrostatic separator bumps which are 2.0863, 0.6291, 2.1591,
and 0.1823 mm in Pits 2, 4, 6, and 8, respectively. The upper sign applies to the positron
beam. The contributions of the beam-beam collisions are higher in Pits 4 and 8 than in
Pits 2 and 6. The highest split, D
y
= 0:03 mm, occurs in Pit 2. It is a factor of about ve
smaller than the highest split for trains with four bunches.
5.6 Tunes and Chromaticities for Trains of Three Bunches











are shown in Tab. 17 for all positron bunches of the rst
train and the bunch 2a in the upper half and all electron bunches of the rst train and the
bunch 2a in the lower half, for the case of three bunches in a train. The fractional parts of








Table 16: Vertical dispersion D
y
in mm in the even pits for trains of three bunches and a
bunch current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV for positron bunches in the upper half and electron
bunches in the lower half, in the pmmppmmp case, using the data le jun14c
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a 1.9476 -.9580 2.0059 -.5119 1b 1.9622 -.9559 2.0293 -.5128
1c 1.9317 -.9372 2.0165 -.4997 2a 1.9476 -.9580 2.0059 -.5119
mx 1.9622 -.9372 2.0293 -.4997 mn 1.9317 -.9580 2.0059 -.5128
av 1.9472 -.9504 2.0172 -.5081 df .0305 .0208 .0234 .0131
1a -1.9317 .9372 -2.0165 .4997 1b -1.9622 .9559 -2.0293 .5128
1c -1.9476 .9580 -2.0059 .5119 2a -1.9317 .9372 -2.0165 .4997
mx -1.9317 .9580 -2.0059 .5128 mn -1.9622 .9372 -2.0293 .4997




for the second, third, and fourth train are not shown, because they are identical to
those of the rst train.











for trains of three bunches and a bunch current I = 0:3 mA
at 45.6 GeV for positron bunches in the upper half and electron bunches in the lower half,





















1a .3515 .2246 .4267 -.1394 1b .3604 .2268 .4775 -.5389
1c .3516 .2245 .4185 -.1382 2a .3515 .2246 .4267 -.1394
mx .3604 .2268 .4775 -.1382 mn .3515 .2245 .4185 -.5389
av .3545 .2253 .4409 -.2722 df .0089 .0022 .0590 .4006
1a .3516 .2245 .4184 -.1381 1b .3604 .2268 .4774 -.5388
1c .3515 .2246 .4266 -.1395 2a .3516 .2245 .4184 -.1381
mx .3604 .2268 .4774 -.1381 mn .3515 .2245 .4184 -.5388
av .3545 .2253 .4408 -.2722 df .0089 .0022 .0590 .4007
The head bunches a and the tail bunches c of both beams have about the same fractional










. The central bunches b















 0:4, is about the same as for trains with four bunches.
5.7 CM Energy Shifts for Trains with Three Bunches
The energy shifts E in MeV at the even pits are shown in Tab. 18 for the case of trains
with three bunches, using the formulae derived in Ref. [18]. Only the energy shifts E of
the rst train and of the bunch 2a are shown, since those of the second, third, and fourth
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trains are identical to those of the rst train. The gures shown are based on the osets
y and vertical dispersions D
y
tabulated in Tabs. 12 and 16, respectively. I do not assume
that the osets are reduced by a ne vernier adjustment. The CM energy shifts E are
about the same for the collisions of bunches a and c. The dierences between the highest
and lowest CM energy are about 2 MeV in Pits 2 and 6, and about 1.4 MeV in Pits 4 and
8. These gures are at least a factor of two smaller than those for trains with four bunches.
Table 18: Centre-of-Mass Energy Oset E in MeV for trains of three bunches and a bunch
current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV in the pmmppmmp case, using the data le jun14c
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a .267 2.603 1.269 .466 1b -1.580 1.242 -.783 -.628
1c .267 2.603 1.269 .466 2a .267 2.603 1.269 .466
mx .267 2.603 1.269 .466 mn -1.580 1.242 -.783 -.628
av -.348 2.149 .585 .101 df 1.848 1.360 2.053 1.094
5.8 Relative Luminosity for Trains with Three Bunches
The vertical separation y of pairs of bunches colliding in the even pits causes a drop of
the luminosity compared to collisions without separation. The relative luminosities L at
the even pits are shown in Tab. 19 for the case of trains with three bunches. Only relative
luminosities L of the rst train are shown, since those of the second, third, and fourth trains
are identical to those of the rst train. The gures shown are based on the separations y
and vertical dispersions D
y
tabulated in Tabs. 13 and 16, respectively. I do not assume that
the osets are reduced by a ne vernier adjustment. The relative luminosities L are about
the same for the collisions of bunches a and c, and dierent for the collisions of bunches b.
The dierence between the highest and lowest relative luminosity is about 0.2% at most.
Table 19: Relative luminosity L for pairs of bunches in trains of three bunches and a bunch
current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV in the pmmppmmp case, using the data le jun14c
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a .9999 .9734 .9985 .9970 1b .9975 .9939 .9994 .9947
1c .9999 .9734 .9985 .9970 2a .9999 .9734 .9985 .9970
mx .9999 .9939 .9994 .9970 mn .9975 .9734 .9985 .9947
av .9991 .9802 .9988 .9962 df .0023 .0205 .0009 .0022
6 Results for Trains of Two Bunches





6.1 Vertical Osets in the Even Pits for Trains of Two Bunches
The vertical osets y in the even pits are shown in Tab. 20 for the positron bunches of the
rst train in the upper half and the electron bunches of the rst train in the lower half, for
the case of two bunches in a train. The osets of the bunches in the second, third, and
fourth train are identical to those of the rst train.
Table 20: Vertical osets y in m in the even pits for trains of two bunches and a bunch
current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV for positron bunches in the upper half and electron bunches
in the lower half, in the pmmppmmp case, using the data le jun14b
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a .5128 .1027 .2154 -.0668 1c -1.0981 1.8213 -1.3137 1.3215
mx .5128 1.8213 .2154 1.3215 mn -1.0981 .1027 -1.3137 -.0668
av -.2926 .9620 -.5491 .6273 df 1.6110 1.7186 1.5291 1.3884
1a 1.0981 -1.8212 1.3138 -1.3216 1c -.5128 -.1025 -.2153 .0668
mx 1.0981 -.1025 1.3138 .0668 mn -.5128 -1.8212 -.2153 -1.3216
av .2926 -.9619 .5492 -.6273 df 1.6110 1.7186 1.5291 1.3884
The vertical osets y of the head (tail) positron bunches and of the tail (head) electron
bunches are equal in magnitude and of opposite sign. As a consequence, the maximum
luminosity is obtained at the same ne vertical vernier setting for the collisions of both the
head and tail bunches. This agrees with observations in LEP that the dierence in the
vernier settings is much smaller than in earlier calculations.
6.2 Vertical Separations in the Even Pits for Trains of Two Bunches
The vertical osets y for the two beams listed in Tab. 20 can be used to compute the vertical
separations y between the two bunches of pairs which collide in the even pits. The results
are displayed in Tab. 21 for the rst bunch train. The results for the other bunch trains are
the same. Although the osets are not symmetrical along the bunch train, the separations
are symmetrical, and the bunches a and c have the same separation.
Table 21: Vertical separation y in m in the even pits for pairs of bunches in trains of two
bunches and a bunch current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV, in the pmmppmmp case, using the data
le jun14b
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a .5853 -1.9239 1.0983 -1.2547 1c .5853 -1.9239 1.0983 -1.2547
mx .5853 -1.9239 1.0983 -1.2547 mn .5853 -1.9239 1.0983 -1.2547
av .5853 -1.9239 1.0983 -1.2547 df .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
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6.3 Vertical Slopes in the Even Pits for Trains of Two Bunches
The vertical slopes y
0
in the even pits are shown in Tab. 22 for the positron bunches of the
rst train in the upper half and the electron bunches of the rst train in the lower half, for
the case of two bunches in a train. The slopes of the bunches in the second, third, and fourth
train are identical to those of the rst train. The slope of the electron bunches c and a is
equal to the slope of the positron bunches a and c.
Table 22: Vertical slopes y
0
in mrad in the even pits for trains of two bunches and a bunch
current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV for positron bunches in the upper half and electron bunches
in the lower half, in the pmmppmmp case, using the data le jun14b
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a .0053 -.0067 .0052 -.0038 1c .0024 .0199 .0015 .0240
mx .0053 .0199 .0052 .0240 mn .0024 -.0067 .0015 -.0038
av .0038 .0065 .0034 .0101 df .0029 .0266 .0036 .0278
1a .0024 .0199 .0015 .0240 1c .0053 -.0067 .0052 -.0038
mx .0053 .0199 .0052 .0240 mn .0024 -.0067 .0015 -.0038
av .0038 .0065 .0034 .0101 df .0029 .0266 .0036 .0278
6.4 Vertical Crossing Angles in the Even Pits for Trains of Two Bunches
The vertical slopes y for the two beams listed in Tab. 22 can be used to compute the vertical
crossing angles y
0
between the two bunch pairs which collide in the even pits. The results
are displayed in Tab. 23 for the rst bunch train. The results for the other bunch trains
are the same. Although the slopes are not symmetrical along the bunch train, the crossing
angles are symmetrical. The bunches a and c have equal and opposite crossing angles. The
crossing angles are about 0.06 mrad at most.
Table 23: Vertical crossing angle y
0
in mrad in the even pits for pairs of bunches in trains
of two bunches and a bunch current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV, in the pmmppmmp case, using
the data le jun14b
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a -.0029 .0266 -.0036 .0278 1c .0029 -.0266 .0036 -.0278
mx .0029 .0266 .0036 .0278 mn -.0029 -.0266 -.0036 -.0278
av -.0000 -.0000 -.0000 .0000 df .0059 .0533 .0073 .0556
6.5 Vertical Dispersion for Trains of Two Bunches
The vertical dispersion D
y
is shown in Tab. 24 for the positron bunches of the rst train in
the upper half and the electron bunches of the rst train in the lower half, for the case of
two bunches in a train. The dispersions of the bunches in the second, third, and fourth train
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are identical to those of the rst train. The highest split, D
y
= 0:016 mm, occurs in Pit 4.
It is a factor of about two smaller than the highest split for trains with three bunches, and
about an order of magnitude smaller than the highest split for trains with four bunches.
Table 24: Vertical dispersion D
y
in mm in the even pits for trains of two bunches and a
bunch current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV for positron bunches in the upper half and electron
bunches in the lower half, in the pmmppmmp case, using the data le jun14b
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a 1.9040 -.9087 1.9746 -.4555 1c 1.8953 -.8924 1.9734 -.4461
mx 1.9040 -.8924 1.9746 -.4461 mn 1.8953 -.9087 1.9734 -.4555
av 1.8996 -.9005 1.9740 -.4508 df .0087 .0163 .0012 .0093
1a -1.8953 .8924 -1.9734 .4461 1c -1.9040 .9087 -1.9747 .4555
mx -1.8953 .9087 -1.9734 .4555 mn -1.9040 .8924 -1.9747 .4461
av -1.8997 .9005 -1.9740 .4508 df .0087 .0163 .0012 .0093
6.6 Tunes and Chromaticities for Trains of Two Bunches











are shown in Tab. 25 for the positron bunches of the rst
train in the upper half and the electron bunches of the rst train in the lower half, for the











of the bunches in the
second, third, and fourth train are identical to those of the rst train. The dierence of the
chromaticities in a train is less than 0.002.











for trains of two bunches and a bunch current I = 0:3 mA
at 45.6 GeV for positron bunches in the upper half and electron bunches in the lower half,





















1a .3418 .2256 .3337 -.0541 1c .3418 .2256 .3356 -.0561
mx .3418 .2256 .3356 -.0541 mn .3418 .2256 .3337 -.0561
av .3418 .2256 .3346 -.0551 df .0000 .0000 .0018 .0020
1a .3418 .2256 .3355 -.0561 1c .3418 .2256 .3336 -.0542
mx .3418 .2256 .3355 -.0542 mn .3418 .2256 .3336 -.0561
av .3418 .2256 .3346 -.0551 df .0000 .0000 .0019 .0018
6.7 CM Energy Shifts for Trains with Two Bunches
The energy shifts E in MeV at the even pits are shown in Tab. 26 for the case of trains
with two bunches, using the formulae derived in Ref. [18]. Only the energy shifts E of the
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rst train are shown, since those of the second, third, and fourth trains are identical to those
of the rst train. The gures shown are based on the osets y and vertical dispersions D
y
tabulated in Tabs. 20 and 24, respectively. I do not assume that the osets are reduced by a
ne vernier adjustment. There is no dierence in the CM energies between the two bunches.
Table 26: Centre-of-Mass Energy Oset E in MeV for trains of two bunches and a bunch
current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV in the pmmppmmp case, using the data le jun14b
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a 1.125 1.876 2.183 .618 1c 1.125 1.876 2.183 .618
mx 1.125 1.876 2.183 .618 mn 1.125 1.876 2.183 .618
av 1.125 1.876 2.183 .618 df .000 .000 .000 .000
6.8 Relative Luminosity for Trains with Two Bunches
The vertical separation y of pairs of bunches colliding in the even pits causes a drop of
the luminosity compared to collisions without separation. The relative luminosities L at
the even pits are shown in Tab. 27 for the case of trains with two bunches. Only relative
luminosities L of the rst train are shown, since those of the second, third, and fourth trains
are identical to those of the rst train. The gures shown are based on the separations y
and vertical dispersions D
y
tabulated in Tabs. 21 and 24, respectively. I do not assume that
the osets are reduced by a ne vernier adjustment. The relative luminosities L are the
same for the collisions of bunches a and c.
Table 27: Relative luminosity L for pairs of bunches in trains of two bunches and a bunch
current I = 0:3 mA at 45.6 GeV in the pmmppmmp case, using the data le jun14b
B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8 B IP2 IP4 IP6 IP8
1a .9987 .9847 .9954 .9934 1c .9987 .9847 .9954 .9934
mx .9987 .9847 .9954 .9934 mn .9987 .9847 .9954 .9934
av .9987 .9847 .9954 .9934 df .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
7 Conclusions
A new program train, written by F.C. Iselin [9], is used to nd the individual closed orbits
of all bunches circulated in LEP with bunch trains, in the presence of the beam-beam kicks,
caused by the parasitic and nearly head-on beam-beam collisions. Once the closed orbits are
known, many side eects of bunch trains are calculated in a truly self-consistent manner,
in particular the vertical osets and separations, the vertical slopes and crossing angles, the
vertical dispersion, the CM energy shifts and spreads, and the relative luminosities, in the
even pits. Furthermore, the tunes and chromaticities are computed. All calculations are
done for trains of four, three and two bunches, revising my earlier calculations, and adapting
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them to the current LPv6 conguration. The symmetries of the vertical osets between the
electron and positron bunch trains have a profound eect.
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